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Blue Mountain Village Welcomes Two New Stores 
  

Water Street in the Village is now more illuminating and eye opening! 

  

Blue Mountains, Ontario. October 31, 2023 ---   Blue Mountain Village is thrilled to announce the opening 

of two unique retail concepts, adding to the array of home décor, wellness and gallery offers on Water 

Street.  

  

The Scented Market 

Kristy Miller started her eco-friendly business in 2018 as a stay-at-home mom looking to bring only the 

best products into her home. Miller wanted to make a healthier candle for her family, without toxins. She 

wanted eco-friendly packaging and to limit the waste contributing to landfills. Thus came, The Scented 

Market. Situated beside The Beauty Bar on Water Street, the quaint shop offers candle making classes 

for groups up to 10, many gift options and of course quality scented candles. 

  

Iris Galerie 

Iris Gallery "Reveals the Beauty of the Iris and Turns the Eye into a Work of Art." At Iris Gallery, you are 

the work of art. Iris Gallery offers a unique experience: capturing the essence of the gaze and 

immortalizing your iris using a technology that combines high-quality photography and printing. It's about 

capturing the uniqueness, colors, and details of the eyes. Whether alone, as a couple, with friends, or 

with family, it's about being enchanted by the beauty of the iris. Iris Gallery's technology captures every 

nuance of your iris in its finest detail in a matter of seconds. In just a few minutes, they work on your 

photograph to reveal all the beauty and uniqueness of your eye. The gallery offers a wide range of 

formats, finishes, and effects, available in-store or deliverable directly to your home for 

larger artworks. 
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The Scented Market 

 

Blue Mountains Deputy Mayor Peter Bourguignon, Mayor Andrea Matrosovs, Kristy Miller 

Owner, Andrew Siegwart Blue Mountain Village Association 

  

Iris Galerie 

   

Blue Mountains Mayor Andrea Matrosovs, Tanguy Saillant Country Manager, Jennifer Murdison 

Blue Mountain Village Association 
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About the Village: 
Between the foot of the Niagara Escarpment’s scenic Blue Mountains and the rugged shores and crystal-
clear waters of Georgian Bay, the picturesque Blue Mountain Village is Southern Ontario’s favourite four-
season destination.  A cobblestoned pedestrian village framed by turn-of-the-century Ontario architecture, 
the Village offers a wide variety of accommodations, activities and attractions including over 50 unique 
shops and restaurants and award-winning iwa Spa. For a complete listing of Village events, please 
visit www.bluemountainvillage.ca 
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